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Beaded Bracelet
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.01.0149

Title: Beaded Bracelet

Date: 1925 – 1950

Material: metal; stone

Dimensions: 1.5 x 21.9 cm

Description: Crude, various coloured stones on long silver bar links. Flat, sterling silver
links taper at the middle and have small eye pierced through each end.
Links joined by small piece of wire shaped into a figure 8 through the
eyes. Ring at one end, and two opposing hooks which swivel together to
lock around ring, clasp bracelet into loop. Stones threaded on the six
bars are (1) large brown bead jasper ?, (2) flat green bead quartz ?,
round clear bead microline? , (3) cylindrical blue bead (lapis , large
triangular aqau bead turquoise, (4) small green bead quartz ? , large red
torus shaped bead jasper , small orange bead jasper ? , (5) large clear
round bead - microline? , (6) large red bead jasper.
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Blouse Shirt
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0180

Title: Blouse Shirt

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 67.0 x 47.0 cm

Description: A blue coloured button-up shirt. Long sleeves, white buttons down the
front and one on each sleeve, left side breast pocket, collar, and rounded
hem at the bottom. Small tag on the inside that reads “Gerhard Kennedy
WINNIPEG-CANADA -( 8 -“ and another tag below that reads “BRITISH
AND GUARANTEED ‘Viyella’ WASH AS WOOL IF IT SHRINKS WE
REPLACE”
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Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.05.0180
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Blouse Shirt
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0238%20a%2cb

Title: Blouse Shirt

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 54.5 x 39.0 cm

Description: A mesh-type fabric blouse (a) with long sleeves, a zipper all the way down
the back, a scoop neck, and a matching scarf or belt (b). The pattern is a
white background with blue and red square and circle shapes.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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Change Purse
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.08.0371%20a%2cb

Title: Change Purse

Date: 1930 – 1960

Material: fibre; ivory; paper

Dimensions: 2.2 x 6.8 x 10.4 cm

Description: Contained in wooden box (a), rectangular, bright vermilion red purse with
silk embroidered flap depicting blue bridge passing over gold stream
embroidered on back. Front full pocket expands by folded gussets at the
sides, is lined with aqua fabric, and covered with full flap which fastens by
means of red and gold enamelled ivory clip which hooks around thread
loop on front of purse. Back compartment is laced with red thread at the
sides to expand, and holds a pad of folded paper squares which is held
together by two paper "staples", and fits the compartment very tightly. (b)
wooden box, plain, rectangular, lightweight. Box lid fits over small lip on
bottom. Red, round paper label at middle top of box with East-Asian
writing, product label ? stamped on one side with round, purple stamp
mark.
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Pendant
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.01.0219

Title: Pendant

Date: n.d.

Material: metal, plastic

Dimensions: 3.0 x 2.0 x 3.0 cm

Description: Small plastic box with green foam insert that holds a circular metal
pendant that reads “kitz” with a small metal ball on the top that holds the
string attached, and a tag that reads, in handwriting “PENDANT kitz
(ski?) zipper that for ski parts?”
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Shirt
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0206

Title: Shirt

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 70.0 x 51.0 cm

Description: A dark blue and green plaid shirt with long sleeves, a collar, buttons down
the front as well as decorative buttons on each sleeve, and a left breast
pocket. Paint splatters on the front in red and blue. Rounded hemline with
slits on either side. Tag inside reads “A WELLINGTON EXCLUSIVE
D.&J. ANDERSON GINGHAM LOOMED IN SCOTLAND 18”
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Shorts
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.0169

Title: Shorts

Date: n.d.

Material: fabric

Dimensions: 46.0 x 36.0 x 54.0 cm

Description: A pair of men’s shorts that are white/off-white in colour with a four button
closure at the front and ties at either side for adjusting the waistband.
White tag inside that reads, in blue and red writing “WILSON
BROTHERS SUPER SHORTS SIZE 36” Handwriting by the button fly that
reads “p whyte” in black ink. “W25” written on the outside of the
waistband also in black ink. No pockets.
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